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Considering the computation resources available with sensor devices and the value and validity of
Cognitive Wireless Communication Network (CWCN), traditional blockchain is not feasible for CWCN.
Further, considering the security and privacy for CWCN that can directly impact human life (as in the
case of ambient assisted living applications), blockchain provides a good solution for such applications,
however, with some simplicity in the computation of Proof of Work (PoW). Therefore, the fourth
objective solution comes up with a simplified energy-efficient blockchain implementation for CWCN
that consumes less energy in computation time. The energy-hungry blockchain has been implemented
on resource-constrained CWCN for ambient assisted living applications specialized for elderly care. The
process includes a collection of physical environmental parameters on a single board computer-based
CWCN. The implementation includes possible simplification in the most energy-consuming process,
i.e., the mining process, which makes it energy efficient in computation time as energy consumption
is a computation time factor.

© 2021 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND
license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Banks, email service providers, and social networking net-
orks protect the confidentiality and protection of our personal

nformation. However, these neutral observers can be hacked,
orrupted, or exploited at any time. It introduces the concepts
f distributed consent and confidentiality. However, there is a
eed for someone who can verify, safeguard, and protect potential
ecords.

The first decentralized virtual currency, Bitcoin, was intro-
uced by Nakamoto (2009). This digital currency was based on
ryptographic proof instead of authentication from a trusted third
arty. The most popular cryptocurrency, Bitcoin (in service since
arly 2009), drives the multi-million dollar market of anony-
ous transactions globally without a trusted third party’s entan-
lement. The fluctuating value, expense, use, and legitimacy of
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cryptocurrency validates its interest in the analysis and business
communities.

1.1. Bitcoin

For a bitcoin transaction between two communicating entities,
all the transaction data is broadcasted anonymously to each par-
ticipant in the network, whose responsibility is to validate the
transactions. This validation includes a race among network par-
ticipants for solving a cryptographic puzzle (named PoW) known
as mining. The winner of this race is rewarded a few bitcoins
or may charge a fee for solving the puzzle. The solution to the
mining process is duly verified by all the participants before its
addition as a transaction for a block in the blockchain.

Numerically, in January 2009, 50 bitcoins were awarded/
generated as computation reward for solving PoW of 1 trans-
action block. With a limit of total of 21 million bitcoins to be
generated by 2140, the rate of generation of coins is controlled
by increasing the level of difficulty of PoW such that in addition
to halving the reward every 2016 blocks, one new block gener-
ation takes approximately 10 min for the increasing amount of
nt blockchain implementation for Cognitive Wireless Communication Networks

computational power (O’Dwyer and Malone, 2014). This implies
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hat the difficulty level is changed approximately every 2 weeks
computation time for 2016 blocks for 10 min per block). Further,
his is to be noted that after 2140, no new bitcoins can be gen-
rated i.e the reward for computing PoW shall be the transaction
ees only.

.2. Bitcoin energy consumption index

The bitcoin’s energy footprint ranges from a small to medium-
ized country. Bit-main, the largest fabricator of bitcoin mining
achines has already warned us not to produce new coins due

o its enormous carbon footprint (Das and Dutta, 2020).
Bit-main floated S15 and T15 ant-miners as the new gen-

ration of mining machines in November 2018 with publicized
nergy consumption of 57 Joules per terahash and 96 Joules per
erahash respectively against extant S9, T9, and comparable ma-
hines. Although induction of this new generation in the cluster
educes the profit proportion of existing ones due to their higher
ower consumption. Though it was a tough year for the bitcoin
conomy even then S15 and T15 appear to be lucrative pact.
n the prevailing market conditions by January 2019, a vested
assion in ant-miner S15 shall return as much as 34% annually for
wo years (Das and Dutta, 2020). Because of the monthly network
ash rate of 11% over the past year, then a 5% monthly increase
n network hash rate shall return a mere 4% annually.

Contrarily, a new advanced generation of machines advocates
hose earlier archaic ones are doomed to be discarded. The S9
nd T9 machines (accessible from mid-2016 till the first half of
018) stand to become e-waste with the arrival of S15 and T15
achines, creating as high as 19,000 metric tonnes of e-waste,
here a single machine weighs around 4.5 kgs. Therefore, a
ingle generation accounts for massive 28,000 metric tonnes of e-
aste. This implies that unreal bitcoin has realistic environmental
onsequences.
The bitcoin sustainability report issued in January 2019 (Das

nd Dutta, 2020) presents that bitcoin has already employed
nergy comparable to a country like Singapore in just the first
onth of the year. It further pointed towards an annual increase
f 12% in energy consumption than 2018, while mining revenues
mounted lower at the beginning of the year than the previous
ear. The sustainability report published for February 2019 pro-
ided data as compared to the previous month, showed a drop of
% in mining revenues and a hike of 23% in transaction fees for
verage fees per transaction as 0.30$. In addition to this, marked
95 KWh per unique transaction which is equivalent to power 1
.S. household for more than days.

.3. Blockchain

Bitcoin built on blockchain technology. Blockchain is a dis-
ributed, permanent database of all transactions that have ever
appened. The term distributed here implies being shared, and
very block (constituent unit of blockchain) is duly verified by
oncord of the majority of participants. In other words, blockchain
evises a system of distributed concord in the online digital
orld, analogous to banks as a credible arbitrator in the physical
orld as shown in Fig. 1.
The blocks that comprise blockchain are chained in the sense

hat each block consists of the hash of the previous block, with the
ase block, known as the genesis block, being hard-coded. As a
esult, a block usually consists of a series of transactions, the hash
f the previous block, and a nonce that is less than the current
arget τ . The τ is measured on a regular basis to regulate the
egree of complexity (O’Dwyer and Malone, 2014). The degree of
omplexity determines the amount of work required to calculate

oW. This implies that for increasing the level of difficulty, more

2

Fig. 1. Process of Bitcoin w.r.t Blockchain.

amount of time is required to calculate the PoW as depicted in
Fig. 2. The miners want to calculate the coined for one occasion
such that Ḣ(β × θ × EḢ ) < τ , where β is the set of transactions
to be comprehended in the current block, θ is the nonce value,
EḢ is the hash of the earlier block, Ḣ is the cryptocurrency
hash function (example: SHA256(SHA256(B)) is the bitcoin hash
function).

The high acceptance of blockchain is credited to its sturdy
approach to a possible castrate. This accounts for the fact that
the blockchain copy is preserved at each participant of the sys-
tem, unlike a single centralized copy at an unbiased observer
say a bank. Therefore, an eavesdropper willing to corrupt the
data stored in a blockchain needs to recalculate the PoW for
all the blocks in the blockchain for every participant that too
within the time frame of addition of new block in the authen-
ticated blockchain, which amounts to a whooping computation
task which is usually very high as compared to the value of
information being stored on the blockchain.

1.4. Contribution

Considering the high carbon footprint of standard blockchain
implementation and the resource-constrained nature of CWCN,
the work in this paper outlines the challenges and research op-
portunities in the domain. In addition to this, the work proposes
a simplified blockchain that is more applicable to the CWCN. The
simplified blockchain is simple in the sense that it has reduced
the amount of computation effort for the calculation of PoW to an
extent. The device under consideration is an environmental living
or atmospheric assisted living application, which is specialized for
elderly treatment in a large hall and collects physical parameters
such as temperature, pressure, humidity, vibration, and light on
a single board computer (Raspberry Pi). The physical parameters
temperature, pressure, and humidity were selected for the appli-
cation with stable indoor air quality, sound sleep, and bedsores
(for bed-ridden elderly people) in mind. Additionally, light and
sound parameters were considered to ensure protection against
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Fig. 2. Increasing level of difficulty over Computation time.
potential disturbance or to detect irregular elderly activity
such as no movement for a long period, no light or sound even
fter sunset) so that family or nearest health care center may
e informed well in time. In addition to making a self-sufficient
lockchain-based CWCN system, where all computations are car-
ied out at CWCN devices instead of setting up a separate machine
or PoW computation, the system also assigns the PoW compu-
ation task to a few compute efficient machines to reduce the
omputation time. The standard blockchain implementation for
pecified applications could compute PoW only till difficulty level
, after this, the application for computation got killed (even
n repeated trials). Therefore, the current work compares the
tandard blockchain with simplified blockchain only till difficulty
evel 7.

The research work of this paper has been organized as under:
ection 2 describes the work done in the domain of Blockchain-
ased CWCN. This follows the identification of the literature gap.
ection 3 introduces the domain of blockchain implementation in
WCN along with challenges in doing so and possible solutions
n the literature. In addition to this, the research opportuni-
ies available have been deliberated. The Section 4 proposes an
nergy-efficient solution to compute PoW. Section 5 described
he details of experimental setup used on various machines for
nergy analysis. Section 6 present the results of a implementa-
ion of the proposed energy-efficient solution against standard
lockchain implementation. Section 7 concludes the work done.

. Blockchain: Related work

The work done in the literature domain has been summarized
n Table 1.

.1. Problems identified in literature

A substantial amount of work is being done in the imple-
entation of blockchain for CWCN applications, as well as in the
omains of the environmental living and experimental residen-
ial care applications, by proposing new models or using other
onsensus methods for mining processes such as proof of stake,
roof of jurisdiction, proof of principle, proof of burn, proof of
ime, and so on. Instead of replacing standard PoW, efforts should
e focused on standard issues while keeping the application
omain’s requirements and critically in mind. The mining method
hat calculates the PoW consumes the most resources in bitcoin
ining. As a result, the objective should be to optimize the issue
f PoW computing while also meeting the application domain’s
ecurity requirements.
3

3. Blockchain for CWCN

CWCN refers to anything (any computer, someone, any ser-
vice, any industry, any location, any context, any time) that is
connected to or operated by the Internet. Wearable sensors to
consumer goods for surveillance, health care (e.g., environmental
living and indoor assisted living), intelligent farming to commer-
cial systems, smart parking to the smart community, and so on
are all examples of CWCN applications. Considering the robust
attitude of blockchain against any form of compromise, the cur-
rent work stores the data on the blockchain to protect the system
against any security threat. Moreover, instead of storing data on
the connected edge device, considering the lifetime of the data
set, the historical data may be backed up on the cloud. The data
stored on the cloud may be verified for potential security lapse
from blockchain data i.e. blockchain also facilitates self-healing
of compromised devices.

3.1. Challenges

There exist few challenges for the implementation of
blockchain in CWCN applications. The important ones are detailed
as under:

3.1.1. Privacy
Blockchains are pseudo-anonymous as different blockchain

system participants can be pinpointed based on their public
key or its corresponding hash. Third-party agencies can obtain
exact user identities by analyzing the transactions in the sys-
tem (Meiklejohn et al., 2013; Möser et al., 2013). User authen-
tication in CWCN can be crucial: an administrator answerable
to user authorization can even block a particular user. Permis-
sioned blockchain (Chithaluru et al., 2019) may be used in such
a situation for secure management of multiple CWCN devices
in a pool. The recommended solution strengthens the secu-
rity by using certificate-based authentication along with hash
function substitution. On the other hand, a centralized iden-
tity management system (Chithaluru et al., 2021c) focused on
an automatic authentication system for CWCN. The solution to
this problem has been given as a blockchain-based system for
CWCN smart homes which authenticate user and appliance by
automatically obtaining appliance signatures. Another critical
domain is access management, which includes exact specifica-
tions regarding capabilities, access lists, and rights of a particular
user. Blockchain-based multi-level mechanism (Chithaluru et al.,
2020a) solved this problem.
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Table 1
Blockchain: Related work.
Reference Conoscenti et al. (2016)

Advantages Design identified 18 use cases for blockchain utility, 4
specifically for CWCN.

Lag Issues on integrity, anonymity, and adaptability.
Remarks Identified blockchain as pseudo-anonymous.

Reference Novo (2018)

Advantages As access control technology, proof of capacity (PoC)
was used.

Remarks For CWCN, designed a highly control architecture used.

Reference Khan and Salah (2018)

Advantages Investigated security threats for CWCN, their achievable
Remarks Discussed, analyzed the efficacy of blockchain in CWCN.

Reference Lee and Kim (2018)

Advantages Enhanced the anonymity of blockchain using
zero-knowledge proof to avoid personal information
disclosure.

Remarks concentrated on the machine certificate authority.

Reference Banerjee et al. (2018)

Advantages Hypothesized the possibility of using blockchain to
ensure the integrity.

Remarks Vulnerability against possible compromise in hardware
or software of an CWCN device in case of physical
accessibility?

Reference Gupta et al. (2018)

Advantages Presented a blockchain consensus model for secure data
communication in CWCN.

Remarks Addressed feasibility of Blockchain in CWCN.

Reference Fernández-Caramés and Fraga-Lamas (2018)

Advantages Presented possible changes required to implement
blockchain to CWCN.

Remarks Addressed specific challenges such as privacy, security,
energy efficiency, bandwidth, infrastructure, adoption
rate, usability, multi-chain management, versioning,
mining boycott, smart contract enforcement and
autonomy.

Reference Sankaran et al. (2018)

Advantages Profiled energy consumption in blockchain
implementation.

Remarks Worked on real-time workload.

Reference Wan et al. (2017)

Advantages Focused on the adoption of blockchain in CWCN for
effective and reliable healthcare.

Remarks Worked on ambient living/ambient assisted living
application.

Reference Minoli et al. (2017)

Advantages Proposed a critical architecture of e-health model for
CWCN protocol

Remarks Not focused on privacy requirement for CWCN.

Reference Alkhomsan et al. (2017)

Advantages Identified need for situation awareness in effective
domain analysis.

Remarks Multi modal data analysis.
For a public blockchain, using a different address for every
ew transaction makes the data analysis difficult, while usage of
nique addresses for each different communicating entity shall be
more realistic but less secure approach. Contrarily, in a private
lockchain, where accesses are controlled by a neutral access con-
roller, a potential solution could be maintaining an autonomous
lockchain for each different entity being communicated with.
his solution increases complexity but secludes each user from
nwanted monitoring (Chithaluru et al., 2020b).
Another technique to boost privacy is to collect transaction

ata from different CWCN devices and events along with different
ddresses with whom communication is being carried out, but
his too is vulnerable to statistical disclosure attacks (Prakash
4

et al., 2019), where malicious users may even steal money in case
of financial transactions.

Zero-knowledge proving methods can also contribute to en-
hancing privacy (Chithaluru et al., 2020c; Prakash and Chithaluru,
2021; Ramakuri et al., 2019). The method includes proving that a
particular user has certain information regarding a counter-party
without letting them know about the information (Schukat and
Flood, 2014). The zero-knowledge proofs authenticate without
exposing a user’s or a device’s identity.

Cryptonote (Chithaluru et al., 2021d) based cryptocurrencies
such as Byte-coin (Gaurav et al., 2020) and Monero (Kim, 2019)
are based on ring signatures where tracking blockchain does not

reveal the identity of communicating entities. An entity with
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ither of the users’ private keys or the communicating entities
hemselves can have the transaction information. The concept of
ing signatures specifies the possible set of signers but not the
xact signers.
Homomorphic encryption (Moore et al., 2014; Hayouni and

amdi, 2016) to upholds privacy by encryption followed by data
rocessing through third party agencies without revealing the
lain text being communicated. Further, this is to be noted that
he cryptographic techniques being implemented to enhance pri-
acy should be feasible for resource-constrained CWCN devices.

.1.2. Security
The three pillars of security (CIA) i.e. Confidentiality, Integrity,

nd Availability ensure a secure application. The confidentiality
f data associated with the information being communicated is
elated to privacy. In a secure cloud-based or centralized setup for
nformation storage, the stored information is protected against
ny possible threats and internal leaks (Jabir et al., 2016; Atya
t al., 2017). While the blockchain-based system is decentral-
zed and consensus-based, thus protected even if one of the
articipating machines is compromised.
An eavesdropper needs the private key of a user to mas-

uerade as an authentic user. Zubaydi et al. (2019) introduced
n authentication scheme to relieve users from the burden of
ncryption identity generation. Blockchain defends IP spoofing
nd forgery attacks (Kshetri, 2017) for CWCN devices.
Certificate-based security does fail occasionally (Sattar et al.,

019). Google’s certificate transparency system (Hussain and Al-
urjman, 2021) monitors and audits Secure Sockets Layer (SSL)
ertificates in almost real-time by using Merkle hash trees in a
istributed environment.
The basic blockchain architecture facilitates that data stored

n blockchain cannot be modified. But, for few very exceptional
nstances (e.g. 2014 vericoin case where a hacker stole almost
0% of the total coins), to ensure data integrity against a se-
ious threat, hard forks have been made for earlier models of
lockchain. CWCN depends on third-party agencies for integrity
ervices. Blockchain technology liberate CWCN devices against
uch agencies by providing a framework for cloud-based CWCN
pplications (Liu et al., 2017).
Distributed nature of blockchain platform ensures availability

ven if few participating entities have been compromised. Still,
he availability of blockchain can be breached by few attacks. The
ost popular attack, the majority attack (or the 51% attack) keeps

he data available but the transactions being carried out may be
ontrolled by a overall blockchain’s consensus.

.1.3. Adoption rate
Pseudo-anonymity of blockchain hinders its acceptance by

overnment bodies. Government bodies appeal direct link be-
ween the real world and online entity, so that culprit may be
raced in case of emergency.

The number of participants in the blockchain-based system
irectly impacts the value and security of information being
tored. This implies the higher number of participants makes the
pplication more robust against the most formidable 51% attack.
The participating entities in blockchain-based CWCN applica-

ion also demand that the participants are competent enough to
andle the computation requirement of the system.

.1.4. Forks and multi-chain management
Forks do occur in blockchain for administrative and versioning

urposes, which are difficult enough to be handled by CWCN
pplications where resources are already constrained.
Generation of new blocks in the system sometimes leads to

n instance where multiple block-chains need to be handled. If
uch an instance occurs in an CWCN application then the system
hould be robust enough to handle the same.
5

3.1.5. Smart contract administration
A smart contract duly in place as designed by a governing body

needs to be administered to resolve a dispute. Moreover, the issue
of binding real-world contracts to smart contracts (Fabiano, 2017)
needs to be addressed.

3.1.6. Throughput
A large number of transactions can be processed per unit time

by increasing the device computation power, or by processing
large blocks, etc., Xu et al. (2020). While bitcoin can process a
maximum of 7 transactions per second (Villa-Pérez et al., 2021)
but this is very slow as compared to up to 24,000 transactions
per second in VISA (Metcalfe, 2020).

On the other hand, a proposed CWCN application may need
to handle a large number of transactions per unit time. This high
computation power requirement may be a hurdle for blockchain
implementation in CWCN.

Blockchain transactions processing is a time-consuming pro-
cess. For example, Bitcoin takes an average of 10 min to process a
block, still, users are suggested to wait for approximately an hour
for a transaction to get confirmed while VISA (VisaNet) needs only
a few seconds for a similar task (Wang et al., 2020).

For minimizing the time taken in completing the consensus
mechanism, a variation in the blockchain which is comparatively
faster than standard SHA256 can be a possible solution. For exam-
ple Litecoin (Loyola-González et al., 2020) use scrypt (Ball et al.,
2018).

3.1.7. Energy efficiency
The resource-constrained, battery-powered CWCN devices al-

ways expect the application to be energy efficient while the
block-chains are usually portrayed as power-hungry attributed
to the mining process and P2P communication. Loyola-González
(2019) suggests few outcomes where the energy consumed in
the computation of PoW can be used parallelly for some other
jobs. Alternative mining mechanisms which can anyhow simplify
the mining process could be a possible solution (For example
Grid-coin (Austin, 2019), prime-coin (Dziembowski et al., 2015)).
One such energy-efficient solution working on PoW has been
proposed in Section 4. Proof of Capacity is a greener solution
to PoW (Indrakumari et al., 2020). Burst-coin (Chithaluru et al.,
2021b) uses PoC where a user has to show justifiable interest in
a particular service by assigning a certain memory space.

The participating entities in a blockchain communicate with
peers to distribute blocks and send updates. Though the more
the updates better the blockchain but these updates consume
the fixed battery power. Mini-blockchain (Srivastava et al., 2020)
could be a solution for CWCN devices to directly reach out with
the blockchain as they maintain a record of only the latest trans-
actions.

The popularity of SHA256 is contributed to the fact that it is
used for Bitcoin. Although algorithms like scrypt (Ball et al., 2018),
X11 (Aumasson et al., 2008), Blake-256 (Fernández-Caramés and
Fraga-Lamas, 2018), Myriad (França, 2015) are another option
that promises less energy consumption.

3.1.8. Infrastructure
Blockchain implementation in the resource-constrained CWCN

domain needs to be proportioned according to the limitations
of CWCN applications. For instance, small transaction data may
consume a large amount of energy in communication or large
transactions involving a huge amount of data that is not capable
of resource-constrained CWCN system, etc.

The matter of fact is that most of the CWCN applications are
not competent enough to standard blockchain models. Therefore,
to suit CWCN applications, lightweight participating entities can
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e used, which do not store data but just perform transactions
n the blockchain. This architecture needs certain powerful ma-
hines which can store data. Another approach uses the concept
f mini-blockchain (Mariem et al., 2020; Srivastava et al., 2020)
here the account tree store the every participant of the block
nd the blockchain only in case of new participant joins the
ystem.

.2. Limitations

Even though blockchain technology as a helping hand to
WCN appears to be quite lucrative and a dazzling future can be
oreseen, still there exist compelling challenges which need to be
ddressed.

• Scalability, security, cryptographic developments, and co-
hesion prerequisites of blockchain-based CWCN application
is still a challenge. In addition to this, the tendency of
centralized approaches needs to be worked upon.

• Interoperability and standardization, an amalgam of two
different technologies i.e resource-constrained CWCN and
energy-hungry blockchain need an adjustment on all the
collaborating participants of the system. The adjustments
scale from different trade-offs along with legal issues to in-
ternational standards of trust, access control, authorization,
etc. For example, at an international level, authentications
are provided based on Level of Assurance (LoA) where ac-
cording to ISO/IEC 29115:2013 standard LOA is defined on
a scale ranging from LoA1 till LoA4. The higher the LoA, the
better the system. This standard defines the risk, aftereffects
of an error in authentication, exploitation of credentials, etc.

• Government regulatory aspects: Design of a regulatory
framework is a significant aspect to be worked upon in
blockchain-based CWCN. This framework shall bring in the
interest of different capitalists to invest and popularize the
domain.

• Field testing: The blockchain-based CWCN applications need
to be tested in various real-time domains, so that different
loopholes may be identified and worked upon to improve
social acceptability. The testing process standardizes the
system based on numerous aspects as listed in Section 3.1.1.

4. Energy efficient blockchain for CWCN

On resource-constrained CWCN implementations, the tradi-
ional blockchain implementation with PoW as a consensus tech-
ique is unlikely. This is attributed to the fact that:
The signature requirement for block 100 (in 2009) was 8

onsecutive zeros, which has now increased to 18 consecutive
eros for block 568512 as of March 25, 2019, for an average hash
ate of 45.66 EH

s (Bhargava and Zoltowski, 2003; Chithaluru et al.,
2021a), demonstrating that PoW computing is the most time
consuming and hence energy consuming aspect in the blockchain
scheme. Furthermore, this level of protection is not needed for
CWCN applications, and this level of hashing power is not pos-
sible on standard machines (Sitharthan et al., 2016; Soundarya
et al., 2021). As a result, the PoW puzzle must be streamlined
to accommodate CWCN applications, available hardware, and the
value and age of knowledge.

Assume that the hash output Ḣ of a cryptographic hash func-
ion is α0α1α2α3α4...α63, where αi is a four-bit hexadecimal digit.
The normal complexity in terms of the number of initial hexadec-
imal digits, say l, is defined to be 0s, i.e., α0α1α2α3αkαl+1αl+2...α63,
where αi = 0; i < l.

The basic blockchain implementation is depicted in Table 2,
which uses first l alphai to be zero for various levels of complexity
l.
6

Table 2
Standard blockchain hashes for different difficulty
levels.
Difficulty level Eligible hash output

1 0abcdefghijkl..yz
2 00bcdefghijkl..yz
3 000cdefghijkl..yz
4 0000defghijkl..yz
l 00(k-zeros)kl..yz

Table 3
Modified blockchain hashes for different difficulty
levels.
Difficulty level Eligible hash output

2 33bcdefghijkl..yz
3 555cdefghijkl..yz
4 2222defghijkl..yz
5 99999efghijkl..yz
l l-consecutive kl..yz

The current work proposes a more flexible solution that is
more applicable to CWCN systems due to its simplicity. The so-
lution makes the first l hexadecimal digits to be a value from the
range ξ = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,a,b,c,d,e,f} i.e. hexadecimal values (0-
F). We adjust the complexity as α0α1α2α3αlαl+1αl+2...α63, where
i = k; i < l(0 ≤ k ≤ F ).
In other words, the adjusted blockchain for CWCN applications

onsiders first l αi to be a value from a fixed ξ for a different
egree of difficulty l, where ξ = {0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,a,b,c,d,e,f} so
hat all ξ have the same value from ξ for a given hash output
as seen in Table 3). It should be remembered that for changed
lockchain, the complexity level has been considered from l = 2
ince for l = 1, all available hashes would be qualifying hashes,
esulting in the insignificance of the τ .

Further, another consideration is that the standard blockchain
mplementation allowed the following number of hashes from all
ossible hashes for a given difficulty level:
Difficulty level 1: = 1

16 × 100 = 6.25%
Difficulty level 2: = 1

16 ×
1
16 × 100 = 0.3906%

Difficulty level 3: = ( 1
16 )

3
× 100 = 0.000244%

..

..
Difficulty level n: = ( 1

16 )
n

× 100%
While the modified blockchain allowed the following number

of hashes for a given difficulty level:
Difficulty level 1: = 16

16 × 100 = 100%
(This implies allows every possible hash output as an eligible

hash which defeats the purpose of τ . Therefore ignoring level 1
or comparison purpose.)

Difficulty level 2: = ( 16
16×16 ) × 100 = 6.25%

Difficulty level 3: = ( 16
16×16×16 ) × 100 = 0.3906%

..

..
Difficulty level n: = ( 1

16 )
n−1

× 100
This implies that the modified solution allows 16 times more

hashes as eligible hashes at a particular level of difficulty, which
implies less computation time will be required to find eligible
hash, thus saving energy as compared to standard blockchain
implementation. Table 4 for acronyms as well as variables used
in the simulation.

5. Experimental setup

The current work assumes a CWCN application as an intruder
detection device in a room where physical parameters such as
temperature, pressure, humidity, illumination, and sound can be
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Fig. 3. Hardware design of Raspberry Pi 2.
Table 4
Acronyms.
Symbols Meaning

τ Target of current block
Ḣ Cryptocurrency hash function
θ Nonce value
EḢ Hash of the earlier block
α Output of cryptographic hash function
l Level of complexity
ξ Hash range set
k Difficulty level range
IEC Energy consumed per instruction
TP Total time the processor
X Processor clock frequency

registered for an environmental living application such as elderly
care. As seen in Fig. 3, the device collects data using three digital
sensors (BME280 (temperature, pressure, humidity), proximity
sensor (light), and KY-038 (sound)) attached to a single-board
computer (Raspberry Pi 2 Model B). The obtained data is saved on
the Raspberry Pi, where it is used for various research activities.

The machine receives data values from the sensors every 60 s,
esulting in a transaction. A block is formed by combining the
ata from 60 transactions. This means that the device generates
ne transaction per minute and one block every hour, for a total
f 24 transactions a day.
To maintain stability in the insecure networking world, the

omplexity level is regularly increased with ever-increasing com-
uting capacity. The level of complexity for a specific PoW com-
uting task is measured by the amount of time and hashing
ower needed to locate qualifying hashes (signature). The PoW
omputing task was carried out on the attached Raspberry Pi
or the given experimental configuration, such that data storage
long with the corresponding blockchain will guarantee the pro-
ection and privacy of the usable framework. As seen in Fig. 2,
he Raspberry Pi could compute PoW up to complexity level 7,
ut after that, it was unable to compute more and the operation
as destroyed by the machine (even on repeated trials). As a
esult, the existing work only considers complexity level 7 for
esource-constrained CWCN devices.

Later, as seen in Fig. 4, the PoW computing task was allocated
o comparatively more efficient machines to reduce computation
 h

7

time. The different machines taken into consideration are detailed
in Table 5.

6. Character of utility

The character of utility has been defined in the terms of energy
consumed in the attached machines on which blockchain has
been implemented:

• Raspberry Pi: For every mining operation, a 0.29-ampere
current (averaged over 3000 values) was reported by con-
necting to 5 volts voltage (recommended voltage for Rasp-
berry Pi) and an ammeter in series with the Raspberry Pi’s
power supply. When the level of complexity rose, so did the
time required for computation. This means that the energy
used by the Raspberry Pi is a function of time with a given
amount of power consumed to run the device.

• Intel i7-4770: Energy consumed by an Intel device is com-
puted as:
Computation Energy = IEC × TP × X
where IEC is the energy consumed per instruction, TP is the
total time the processor is active and X is the processor
clock frequency. Here, this is to be noted that the IEC value
and the processor clock frequency are fixed for a particu-
lar processor, which means computation energy is directly
proportional to processor active time.

• Intel i7-4510U: The above technique is applicable in this
system too being an Intel device. But there exists one more
Linux utility to compute power consumption in battery-
powered devices known as ‘‘Power-top’’. Power-top takes
power estimates of 197 measurements on battery power,
where each measurement is taken at a time duration of
20 s. It gives the average power consumption for running the
standard blockchain implementation as 376J (or watt per
second). Therefore, to calculate energy which is the product
of power and time can be estimated from the time factor
which is increasing the difficulty level.

• Param Shavak: Similarly, the power consumption for param
shavak can be estimated from the same as in wired com-
puter (Intel i7-4770) again being an Intel device.

Therefore, for the sake of simplicity, the energy consumption

as been depicted in terms of computation time.
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Fig. 4. Computation task of PoW on various machines.
Fig. 5. Energy efficient algorithm implementation on different machines.
Table 5
Various machines technical specification.
Parameter Raspberry Pi 2 Intel i7-4770 Intel i7-4510U Param Shavak

Computer type Single board Wired Battery Powered Super
Architecture armv71 x86_64 x86_64 x86_64
Byte order Little endian Little endian Little endian Little endian
CPU(s) 4 8 4 24
Threads per core 1 2 2 1
Core(s) per socket 4 4 2 12
Model 5 60 69 63
Model Name ARM v7 Processor

rev 5 (v71)
Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4770 CPU @
3.40 GHz

Intel(R) Core(TM)
i7-4510U CPU @
2.00 GHz

Intel(R) Xeon(R)
CPU E5-2670 v3 @
2.30 GHz
6.1. Outcomes

Fig. 5 shows the results for implementation of a modified
olution for different machines under consideration as in Table 5
or difficulty levels from 2 to 7 in terms of computation time (in
econds) for the mining process.
Fig. 5(a) depicts the implementation of modified blockchain

or CWCN applications where mining is carried out on a single
8

board computer (Raspberry Pi) which collects all the data from
all digital sensors.

Where, Diff: Level of Difficulty, EE-Diff: Energy efficient imple-
mentation of a difficulty level.

The energy-efficient implementation shows less computation
time due to the higher number of possible hashes accepted. Sim-
ilarly, Figs. 5(b) and 5(c) too show a comparatively less amount
of time for computation tasks due to a higher acceptance ratio.
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Table 6
Computation time (in seconds) for mining process at different machines and increasing difficulty level.
Difficulty Level Raspberry Pi 2 Intel i7-4770 Intel i7-4510U Param Shavak

Diff-2 0.049692 0.002229 0.00426636 0.03631
EE-Diff-2 0.021689 0.00048 0.000754 0.033428
Diff-3 0.633516 0.038282 0.066523 0.035977
EE-Diff-3 0.145693 0.002841 0.003871 0.033043
Diff-4 10.90047 0.0831858 1.458152 0.035789
EE-Diff-4 1.94733 0.056478 0.078535 0.033052
Diff-5 192.3865 12.39542 19.48517 0.036703
EE-Diff-5 24.32805 0.761665 1.309791 0.033228
Diff-6 2819.878 229.4927 346.5656 0.035291
EE-Diff-6 353.9819 16.4279 26.8063 0.037208
Diff-7 61403.99 3326.107 11831.3 0.036403
EE-Diff-7 5268.56 187.5868 1450.932 0.033136
While Fig. 5(d) does not show any significant change in com-
putation time even with an gain in the difficulty level because
the computation resources available with the supercomputer are
incredibly high as compared to the computation task at hand.
Moreover, this too is to be noted that some resources are manda-
torily consuming energy to make such large system work. In
an energy-efficient implementation, the results also show sim-
ilar behavior but comparatively less computation time for less
computation task at hand. The results for computation time (in
seconds) at a given difficulty level for standard and modified
energy-efficient blockchain implementation for CWCN applica-
tions are given in Table 6. Here this is to be noted that each
value in Table 6 is averaged over 113 blocks’ computation time.
In addition to this, it is to be reported that for over 113 blocks the
data of over 4 days have been collected to calculate computation
time for PoW.

7. Conclusion

Considering computation resources available with CWCN de-
ices and the value and validity of information in CWCN applica-
ions suggest that standard blockchain implementation is neither
ossible nor required for CWCN applications. Further taking into
ccount the criticality in terms of security and privacy for CWCN
pplications, which can directly impact human life (as in am-
ient living or ambient assisted living applications), blockchain
s a good solution such applications, but with some simplicity
n the computation of PoW. Therefore, the current work pro-
oses modified energy-efficient blockchain implementation for
WCN applications which consume 16% less energy in terms of
omputation time at each level of difficulty. In addition to this,
he current work answers the issues raised in literature work as
ollows:

First, blockchain can be used as collective security to se-
ure applications in CWCN and related systems. Blockchains and
lockchain-based platforms can be optimized by applying sim-
lification in solving the PoW puzzle. Further, blockchain can be
sed to reduce the possibility of hardware and software vulnera-
ility in a physically approachable CWCN device by matching the
ash at a particular block level which cannot be changed easily by
n intruder. Last, the proposed solution in the current work may
e a cost-effective approach to device a mature blockchain-based
ecurity solution.
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